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 Two really interesting papers
 Touching key issues (also in light of the crisis)
 I enjoyed very much reading them
 I will make some remarks on:

- a general remark on the merit that Central Banks focus
(again) on real & financial asset prices;

- on the inflation targeting paper: a possible comparison
between two globalizations; a possible alternative
explanation of IT favoring asset price inflation

- on the macro-prudential paper: is an inductive method
focusing on a single time series appropriate when major
misalignments (i.e. global imbalances) are building
elsewhere? How does moral hazard fit in?

The papers
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 On one hand, some (e.g. Cecchetti et al., 2000; Borio &
Lowe, 2002) did argue that Central Banks should
sometimes act against asset price bubbles

 But, other authors (e.g. Bernanke & Gertler 1999, 2001;
Kontonikas & Ioannidis, 2005; Alexandre & Bação, 2005)
held that monetary policy optimally stabilizing inflation (i.e.
focusing on CPI and disregarding asset prices) is normally
superior [It should be mentioned that both Bernanke and Gertler
were, at that time, academics external to the Fed]

 Clearly, the latter were more influential and determined the
mainstream view for what Central Banks should do

 With the benefit of hindsight, the verdict of the crisis now
tells us that, by and large, the former authors were right

 So, it is comforting to see that Central Banks are now
devoting their best brains to this issue

Central Banks and asset prices
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- Remark 1: it’s an ingenious attempt to use the propensity
score matching techniques on macro issues (the literature on
this is scant)
It would be useful to report more descriptive statistics on how
the treated/untreated sub-samples differ before and after
treatment

- Remark 2: though they don’t claim to have a model, the
authors heuristically refer to Piazzesi & Schneider (2007)
who developed a model with heterogeneous agents on the
housing market
Maybe, alternative explanations are possible linking IT to
house prices that don’t need to make the (unpleasant)
assumption of unsophisticated agents
I will suggest one based on the impact of globalization

1. Inflation targeting paper (by Frappa & Mésonnier) - 1
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Perhaps the great moderation of inflation of the last 15 years
depends more on globalization (with production being
relocated to lower cost countries) than on the Central Banks’
credibility & the rigor of their monetary policies

 It is useful to recall that:
i) during the first globalization of the 1800s developed

countries experienced a drop in their price level – 1.4% per
year between 1865 and 1900 in the US – and not simply a
lower increase in prices, i.e. a moderation of inflation

ii) then the international monetary system, based on the gold
standard, ruled out discretionary monetary policy

 i) & ii) together lead to doubt that, in effect, the discretionary
monetary policies of the main Central Banks were key to
lower inflation in the recent phase (Benati & Mumtaz, 2005)

1. Inflation targeting paper (by Frappa & Mésonnier) - 2
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Next, consider how IT & asset price inflation might be linked
A possible nexus runs as follows:

- by offshoring production to low cost countries, companies
reduce their production costs;

- but their profits will increase only if they can limit the pass-
through of the benefits of globalizing production;

- if offshoring companies act under imperfect competition,
collusion with their competitors might be difficult because of
the usual instability of cartels;

- the inflation target may act as a signal favoring collusion,
limiting the pass-through & raising profits.
A way to test this could be checking whether not only house
inflation but also profit inflation was higher in IT countreis

1. Inflation targeting paper (by Frappa & Mésonnier) - 3
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- Remark 1: is an inductive method focusing on a single time
series appropriate when major misalignments (i.e. global
imbalances) are building elsewhere?
Though the results seem robust as they attain both via a
non-parametric and a logit approach, a structural model may
be needed [e.g. is GDP growth independent of the housing
or stock price boom?] but we cannot rely on models built on
self-equilibrating markets (e.g. DSGE): as Leijonhufvud says,
the asset price busts accompanied by the bail-outs are a
basic violation of the budget constraints

- Remark 2: as the authors acknowledge, the fine tuning
between macro-prudential & monetary policy may be difficult.
But here, again, we could need a structural model

- Remark 3: the share of “costly” booms out of total booms
seems to be increasing over time: is this indirect evidence of
the expanding moral hazard?

2. Macro-prudential paper (by Borgy, Clerc & Renne) - 1
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- Minor remark: analyzing the OECD countries may be less
and less informative: between 1973 and 2006 the share of
world GDP (not PPP adjusted) of the sum of US and
Western Europe dropped from 47.6 to 37.4% while that of
Asia increased from 24.1 to 42.6%; in spite of data problems,
it would be worth including at least the major emerging
economies

2. Macro-prudential paper (by Borgy, Clerc & Renne) - 2
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 Moreover, perhaps the great moderation of inflation of the last
15 years depends more on globalization (with production being
relocated to lower cost of labor countries) than on the Central
Banks’ credibility and the rigor of their monetary policies

 It is useful to recall that:
i) during the first globalization of the 1800s developed

countries experienced a drop in their price level – 1.4% per
year between 1865 and 1900 in the US – and not simply a
lower increase in prices, i.e. a moderation of inflation

ii) then the international monetary system, based on the gold
standard, ruled out discretionary monetary policy

 i) & ii) together lead to doubt that, effectively, the discretionary
monetary policies of the main Central Banks have been
fundamental to lower inflation in the recent phase

3. “Irresponsible” monetary policy by the Fed


